
From the Principal's Desk: 

There is sufficient reason to continue the publication of REASON which took its birth at a 
critical juncture of our college, when the college was gaining its multidimensional progress at rapid 
pace by essentially knocking and unveiling the secret of fiourishment and identification. It is only 
untiring effort for sincere dedication which has been elevating the taste and growth of REASON. 
Students, teachers, staff members of our college are all keen enough to publish the super quality 
magazine REASON enriched with technical matters which have occurred are likely to occur at various 
corners of the world in emergent areas of technology. The authors stretch their imaginations to 
enlighten others to think for new designs and developments that may take place in near future. 

Our college was established in 1995 with three disciplines viz. Electronics and 
Communication Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. Now 
while the college is to step at its tenth year of its age, it has widened itself in number of disciplines, 
number of intake students and most importantly the reputation of the passed out students who have 
placed themselves at various responsible positions of their work in and outside the country. In one 
academic establishment, the most important item is the students for whom only all the maintenance 
of various buildings, establishments including various infrastructures, engagement of supporting staff 
members and teachers, are done. The students join at the academic institution to earn academy 
which remains incomplete unless they go through various information being taken place at this busy 
world. REASON undoubtedly guides them in this direction to become a complete and successful 
citizen of the country. REASON unveils various corners of technical knowledges which may not be 
feasible through normal reading of standard books recommended for examination. 

Letters comprising the work REASON may be thought to stand for "Research, Education, 
Assurgent, Science, Origin, Neology". 

This year a good number of promising articles from students is being published. For 
establishing at real world gathering knowledge is more important than scoring only high marks at 
examination, and REASON undoubtedly takes such a challenge to produce such perfect and complete 
engineer out of this college by arranging peep into corners of wisdom of emergent areas of technology. 
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